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Beginning with the 2010 budget year, Directors instituted the following procedures for 

determining Family, Director and Matching grant allocations each year. 

1. Determining the percentages to be used in indexing appropriations between the 

Board of Directors Grant Allocation and Family/Director Grants Allocation. Total 

Funds available for Family, Director and Matching grants allocations are indexed at 30% 

of the total funding available for grantmaking each year.  

2. Allocating funds among Family/Director grants as the funds available for these 

grants are reduced.  To compute the Family and Director grant allocations, the 

Matching Grant Allocation (based on the previous three-year average for matching 

grants) will first be deducted from the 30% indexed allocation; although the amount 

available to each eligible family member remains up to $20,000 annually. The Director 

and Family allocations will be uniformly reduced with allocations rounded to the nearest 

thousand dollars for ease of tracking amounts used by each Director and Family. 

Directors from each family branch will continue to determine how reduced allocations 

are distributed within their family branch. This process for determining Family, Director 

and Matching grant allocations was unanimously approved in the form of a motion voted 

upon by Directors.  

3. Considering questions related to indexing; e.g., whether special appropriations 

should be considered to be inside or outside of the annual grants appropriation. Special 

appropriations remain outside of the annual grants appropriation and, if approved, are 

made in addition to funds appropriated as a part of the approved payout level in any 

given year.  

4. Impact of Shifting Board of Director allocations into future years.  Board of Director 

allocations shifted forward into future years will not be included in the calculations to 

determine the indexed balances between the Board of Directors Grant Allocation and the 

Family, Director, and Matching grant allocations.  

6. Use of a Three-Year Rolling Average in Calculating Annual Appropriation.  The 

Board will maintain its commitment to the current policy of using a three-year rolling 

average for determining annual grant appropriations. 


